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Atlantic Business Systems Helps Companies Transition to Remote Workforce
Leading Managed Technology Services
Company Giving Businesses the
Capability to Work From Home

MELBOURNE, FL: Serving the
Space and Treasure Coast – March
2020 - Atlantic Business Systems a
leader in managed technology
services, announced today that the
company is proactively helping
small to mid-sized businesses
(SMBs) rapidly transition to a
remote workforce. With the recent
outbreak of COVID-19, mandatory
precautions have forced
organizations to adopt a work from
home policy. Atlantic Business
Systems has been setting up remote
workforces for years and their
expertise has enabled the company
to be in the leader in their
community and enable
organizations to make a successful
transition in a very short period of
time.
Working from home is just as
productive as working in the office
if you have the right technology
and the right provider guiding you
along the way. Today’s technology
that is a must for collaboration,
communication, and productivity
includes voice, videoconference,
instant message, Office365,
Microsoft Teams and access to files
whether cloud-based or via VPN.
Cybersecurity solutions is a
necessity as well because there has
been a substantial increase in

cyberattacks. Hackers are sending a
flurry of COVID-19 phishing
attacks and are preying on workers
sitting at home hoping to gain
access to personal and company
information.
“These are unprecedent times
for companies and employees
alike,” said Zac Wallingford,
Director of Network Sales of
Atlantic Business Systems.
“Organizations have been asked to
transition to a remote workforce,
which is totally new for them. They
don’t know what to do or where to
begin. That’s where Atlantic
Business Systems comes in. We
have had tremendous experience in
this area because we have been
doing this for our customers for
many years. We have the
technology and a team of
professionals that can rapidly take a
company remote quickly. Plus, we
give our customers guidance on
how to the use technology to
manage a remote workforce and
ensure collaboration and
productivity happens.”

ABOUT ATLANTIC BUSINESS
SYSTEMS
Atlantic Business Systems was
founded by Barry and Jena
Wallingford. Through hard work
and perseverance and an
uncompromising commitment to

“Set the Standard for Customer
Service,” we have enjoyed steady
organic growth since 1994. Our
services include Managed Print, IT,
and VoIP Services and related
Office Equipment, Our
AtlanticSTAR clients, those who
have chosen us for all three
managed services enjoy
dramatically improved office
efficiency. They hand their
technology issues to us, enabling
them to stay focused to building
their businesses.
We spend a great deal of time
on discovery. A very thorough
understanding of your technology
environment and costs is necessary
before we recommend change. You
can count on us to cost justify any
proposal we may make. We will
document cost savings, improved
productivity or both. Whether you
need network management, servers,
backup, disaster recovery plans,
VoIP phone services, MFPs and
printers or all of the above, we will
tailor a customized solutions based
on your specific needs.
Our commitment to service
excellence is well documented and
is evidenced by our 91.7% Net
Promoter Score, our Pros Elite 100
certification, our Sharp Platinum
distinction, and the fact that we are
the highest rated and most ranked
local office technology company on
Google.

